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President’s Message
2020
Warm Greetings to all Niagara Region Members!
We are all experiencing a new normal. It's affecting us all in different ways but
everyone is affected. I don't think we expected to be impacted for such a long
period of time. What used to be normal is changed for the foreseeable future
It's been frustrating in many ways but hopefully we are all all healthy and
safe. I certainly miss our traditional events and our social gatherings. I'm sure
you do too. As NYS phases in opening of activities and businesses, we'll be
able to start to find events we can run in compliance with safe practices to minimize health risks. Larger gatherings are still not possible so we'll have to re
think how we run events. We are a creative and determined group so I'm sure
we'll figure it out.
I'd like to thank our members and their families who are front line workers. We
are all indebted to you for all you've done at great personal risk. I know there
is exciting progress on treatments and vaccines and I know some of our fellow
members are involved in that research and testing. Thank you!
I'm eagerly anticipating the time when we can safely resume some activities. Please reach out if you have ideas for moving forward.
Stay safe & healthy,
Dave
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In our 1st six months we were unable to carry out
the events planned for this year thanks to the covid
19 virus. Not is all lost even through some events
were canceled many are just postponed . Some of
the postponed events are, Cars at the Movies,
Newport car museum and mansion road trip.
We still have the second half of the year to
look forward to which could get very, very busy. If we can blend in
some of the events from the first six months, the second half of the
year might so be busy with not enough days in the week to enjoy it all.
Yes, it might be a little different, we will probably have to wear
masks, and practice social distancing. Even with these little impositions, I am sure we can enjoy what ever challenge is placed in front of
us. It just might take a good cigar or a nice bottle of wine and for some
of us a well aged bottle of bourbon.
If none of this works for you, we can always be thankful for getting reacquainted with family, friends & our loved ones.
Don’t forget Buffalo and Rochester happy hrs. and

Social distancing

Dan

NRPCA Member Badges

If you are one of our newer members, or if you never attended an event during which we gave out
badges, you can now order one for yourself or your family member.
They are double-sided with the current NRPCA logo and your name,
plus a lanyard. We collect names of folks who would like a badge.
Once we hit at least 8 badges, an order will be placed. The club covers the cost. Please contact secretary@niagarapca.org if you are
interested.
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Practice

Primary Members

426

Affiliate Members

274

Life Members
Total Members

1

Transfer in
Transfer out
Non Renewals

700

New Members
Viet Nguyen
Joe Pautler
Koji Tomiyama
James Warner
Mark Czaperacher
Peter Lopes
Fred Pelka
John Santor
Russell Corigliano
John Proctor
Frederick Schleber Jr.
Thomas Warner
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By Johan Spijker

Well, Lisa Paine hit anthemed event out of
end with her annual
this time to beautiful
hough the Corona viated precautions preculties, those of us who
enough to partake were

other
Porsche
the park last weekdriving excursion,
Skaneateles. Altrus and its associsented some diffiwere
fortunate
richly rewarded.

David & Wendy
Hou, Dilek &
Fdke Yucel, Fred
& Lisa Paine and
Susan & Jeff
Thomas”
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Lisa also distributed her now famous swag bags
to all couples which included matching ball
caps for boys and girls with the Bistros and
Bucolic Badge on the front, a MackenzieChilds wine tote and matching dish towel
along with the solid dark chocolate Porsche.
Thank you, Lisa and Fred, for your generosity,
friendship and behind the scenes planning that
make your events ones we don't want to miss.

The main group met at DiProspero's Union Place Coffee
Roasters for some tasty coffee and treats, generously provided to all courtesy of Joe and Laurie. The group then proceeded to the Sherwood Inn in Skaneateles. The Sherwood
Inn has a fine pedigree, built around 1807, and we were surprised to find out it is the 2nd oldest, continuously operating
inn in New York. Beautifully appointed with modern conveniences and a commanding view of Skaneateles Lake, the
inn still maintains many of the original floors of wide plank
pine, with not a right angle or level slope insight. Part of its
many charms.

Not a right angle or
level slope in sight

The next part of the day was lunch on the excursion cruiser, The Judge Ben Stiles. While less than the
ubiquitous, three hour tour, the leisurely pace along the water's edge provided for views of some spectacular homes and included their history. We had a choice of either turkey sandwiches or veggie
wraps that were provided by the Sherwood Inn. Delish!
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But Officer I
only had one
Beer

I'll take the boathouse, please

After a shopping stroll
through the town, we went
to Joelle's French Bistro
(hence the name of the
trip!) for an outdoor seating for dinner. We went
there the last time Lisa
hosted this event in
Skaneateles and it remains
a unique, fine dining experience. We started with
Moroccan chicken cigars as appetizers which were
a delicious start. While most of the entrees are bistro faire, they also have a few Moroccan dishes
that are presented in “tagines”. There was duck
confit, steak and frites, rack of lamb, tandoori chicken, all wonderfully prepared and presented. It
was a beautiful summer evening with a bonus doe sighting as we ate our dinners. For dessert, there
was crème Brule, artfully presented by our server with a torch. POOF. Finally, our dinner was completed with a complementary serving of homemade Mangocello. It was a fruity and refreshing palate cleansing finish to another wonderful dining experience.
The next day started with breakfast at the Sherwood Inn and then we were all left to make it back
home on our own or some of us enjoyed a ride around the lake with a tasting stop at Anyela's Winery. You can't go wrong with any of the round the Finger Lake drives or between the lake drives,
for that matter.
On a final note, I believe this is
Lisa and Fred's 5th weekend event
and Maria and I have had the
privilege of joining each one. A
tremendous amount of effort and
research goes into these events
and the results are always rewarded. Thanks to you both for
doing the work so that all of the
participants have the opportunity
to enjoy the P-cars and the People. Thanks also to Fred & Lisa
for helping take some of the pictures in this article.
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2020 Niagara Calendar of Events

Sep 1

@ 5:30-8pm

Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Golf Course

@ 5am-6pm
@ 4pm-8pm
@ all day
@ 9am-11am
@ 10am-4pm
@ 12pm
@ 8am-5pm

Zone 1—40TH Anniversary Gimmick Rally & Concourse d’ Elegance* CANCELED
Tech Inspection @ Ekstens Auto Works BY APPT ONLY
Watkins Glen Grand Prix CANCELED
Cars & Coffee @ Clarence Center Coffee Co. & Cafe
Early Porsche Group Run
4th Annual Porschetoberfest @ Flying Bison Brewery
October Fast HPDE @ Watkins Glen @ Watkins Glen International

6

@ 5:30pm-8pm

Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Golf Course

10
10
14
17
17
17
20

@ 9am-11am
@ 9am-4:15pm
@ 7pm-9pm
@ 9am-4pm
@ 9am-3:45pm
@10am-4pm
@ 6pm-8pm

Cars & Coffee @ Clarence Center Coffee Co. & Café
Grape Harvest Tour @ Eastview Mall
Buffalo Happy Hour @ Angry Buffalo at the Rose Garden
Board Walk Reunion at The Board Walk * CANCELED
Chili Run @ Letchworth State Park—North High Banks Pavilion 1
Early Porsche Group Run
Rochester Happy Hour @ Jeremiah's

5-6
9
11-12
12
19
26
28-29

Oct

Nov
9
15

Dec 8
9
15
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@ 6pm-11:30pm

Annual Fall Dinner TO BE ANNOUNCED

@ 7pm-9pm
@ 6pm-8pm

Buffalo Happy Hour @ The angry Buffalo at the Rose Garden
Rochester Happy Hour @ Jeremiah's

@ 6:30pm-9pm

Pre-Planning Meeting @ Terry Hills Golf Course

@ 7pm-9pm
@ 6pm-8pm

Buffalo Happy Hour @ Rose Garden
Rochester Happy Hour @ Jeremiah's

Always check Event Calendar for Event UPDATES
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WOW NICE CAR

It’s easy just drop me a note in an e-mail at
dsliwinski@niagarapca.org & tell me what you
are thinking. Hope to hear from you soon.

We are always looking for a car or story
to showcase in Flatout, to highlight our
members & what upgrades or mods they
have installed on them

Dan Sliwinski
NRPCA editor
Flatout Magazine

Submit a story
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M

any of us have never attended

a

PCA

national

event; I’m here to tell you it is well worth
the effort. This year’s Werks Reunion
on Amelia Island got my attention last
fall when it was announced that the
quirky 914 was going to be the featured
car, and after an exhaustive search, I
had just purchased one.

My newest

Porsche is a 1972 white car with a 1.8

liter 4 cylinder engine and a 4 speed
manual transmission. I made my hotel
reservation and planned my trip for 2
days given that several events were
scheduled and the venue looked beautiful. The lines to get in were long and my
shuttle driver said he has been at work
since 5 AM!

Over 600 cars had registered to be
judged and were the main attraction.
Huge sections were allocated for each
category including from the earliest
356’s to brand new 911’s. It was a feast
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for the eyes and thousands of Porsche fans were on hand to enjoy
the scene and the perfect weather.
I had the pleasure of chatting with

Vu Nguyen, PCA Executive Director;
he was having a great time and especially enjoyed the new venue and
the musical entertainment. I found
at least a dozen cars that would
look

good in my garage and

learned a good bit as well. Everyone in attendance was just having a
great time , hanging out and “
talkin’ Porsche”

Even the car

corral was a knock out, hundreds of
“P” cars as far as you could see,
stock, modified, all vintages and
styles. Even a street legal 917 !
Several celebrities turned out and

each was very generous with their
time including John Oats of the rock
band “Hall and Oats”. Put a national
event on your calendar soon, I
guarantee you won’t be sorry.
Ken Buschner
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2020 High Performance Driver Education
OctoberFast HPDE @ Watkins Glen
5:00 pm

Niagara on the Road

September 28, 2020 @ 8:00 am – September 29, 2019 @

10/23 –10/25 at VIR Virginia international Raceway

Visit the DE page on our Web site for Details
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Eksten Autoworks
78 Bennington Drive
Rochester, NY 14616
585-621-8200
ekstenautoworks@frontiernet.net
www.ekstenautoworks.com
Specialized Porsche and
Import maintenance,
diagnostics, performance
and racing services for over

40 years

Full service engine machine shop and rebuilding
services all done in house
Chassis Dyno and ECU tuning
Fabrication services

Labor discounts to club members

Advertising Rates for FLATOUT
Quarterly

Full Year

Full page—$100

Full page—$400

1/2 Page—$75

1/2 Page—$300

•

Eksten Autoworks

•

T-Shirt Express

1/8 Page—$100

•

Porsche of Rochester

Business Card—$75

•

Finger Lakes Motor
Sports

1/4 Page—$50and in this state, “I call it a Turbo-s-post”
1/4 Page—$200
1/8 Page—$25

To place an ad please contact Hank Beamer at:
Tel#:
e-mail:
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support the businesses that
support us. Click on the
links below to visit their
websites.

(585) 735 3341
secratary@niagarapca.org

Newport Car Museum

By Ken Buschner

Imagine the perfect road trip for a minute: winter is over, the Porsche

is polished and fueled, your significant other is ready for an adventure, and finally…your destination is the Newport Car Museum. Dozens of collector
quality cars including most European marques ( Porsche’s ) and many rare
American Marvels are ready and waiting. I was lucky enough to be hired as
the Museum Photographer many months before the opening ceremonies in
2016 and am honored to have my images all throughout the 100,000 square
foot facility. Michelle and I are familiar enough with Newport’s charms to
To be rescheduled
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guide our group and make sure everyone has a great time. Even car guy
supreme ( Jay Leno) has visited this highly acclaimed treasure. A few additional features are a world-class collection of modern furniture and state
of the art race simulators. After our guided tour of the Museum, you
may plan on visiting the historic Newport Mansions and will enjoy harbor front dining at the home of Yacht racing in America. The group
drive is detailed on our website so check that out and consider joining us,
you will be among friends. We have arranged for a group rate at a nearby hotel that features an included breakfast as well. Feel free to ask questions via email kenbuschner@gmail.com.
To be rescheduled
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Rolex Road Trip
by Pete Peden

Chautauqua County NY; Wytheville VA; Ashville NC; Nashville TN; Natchez MS;
Miramar Beach FL; Orlando FL; Melbourne FL; Daytona FL; Jekyll Island GA; Savannah GA; Ashville NC; Home
Living south of Lake Erie, I get cabin fever after New Years, looking for activities to
keep from becoming a vegetable. Annually, the last weekend in January, the Rolex
24 hour endurance race is held at Daytona. It’s the American version of LeMans,
and it does not disappoint. I enjoy watching the epic racing battles that play out between the Porches, Ferraris, BMWs, and Corvettes in the GTLM class whilst sipping
on a refreshment in the Florida sunshine. But to get to Daytona in January can be
challenging from western New York.
This trip was our odyssey from 2019. We started
off from Chautauqua County with car in trailer in
tow and headed west to Erie PA where we turn
south. We made our first night’s stop at Wytheville VA. Normally we would park the truck and
trailer at this point and continue on in the P-car.
But due to an ice storm moving through the area,
we made contingent plans to drop the truck and
trailer in Ashville NC. The trailer got a flat in
route to Wytheville before the ice storm—we
stayed in Wytheville 1st night. Got up bright and early next morning to find truck and
trailer coated with ¼” of ice, but I could see tractor trailers in the distance motoring
down the highway—highway was open. After thawing the mirrors with a torch (I
was impatient) we started for Ashville, NC. Unbeknownst to us at one point on this
leg of the trip, the sheet of ice that was on the roof of the
truck thawed enough to go airborne and landed on the
trailer smashing one
of the roof vents.
We heard it, but everything looked ok in
the mirrors—so we
kept moving.
We
pulled into the KOA
in
Ashville
and
dropped the truck
and trailer. We loaded the car with our
luggage and headed
toward the Grand
Bohemian in Ashville. We arrived about mid-day and set
out on foot exploring the local shops and local eateries--it was overcast and cool. Later we had an enjoyable din22

ner at the hotel
and retired early.
The next day we
had reservations
for a ‘guided’ tour
at the Biltmore
estate. What a
phenomenally
grand structure—
we spent the day
here enjoying the
tour, lunch, and samplings at the winery. We had
dinner at the hotel and enjoyed drinks at their lobby fire place. The
next day we were off
to Nashville where we stayed at the Marriott Renaissance downtown. We toured the County Music
Hall of Fame, the Johnny Cash Museum, took a
tour of the Grand Ole Opry, saw a show at the Ryman Auditorium and visited
several
downtown
honky tonks---all great fun.
But one of the
best experiences
was
Hattie
B’s
chicken--nothing fancy---just great, spicy hot, chicken in production style diner. The next day we set off for
Natchez, Mississippi. I had read that Natchez was
one of the few cities with antebellum mansions that
were spared
during the civil war. In route to Natchez
as we neared Memphis, we decided to
visit Graceland---nice, but very commercialized. While traveling from Memphis to
Natchez, I saw something on the interstate I had never seen before, a dilapidated minivan pulling another minivan
pulling yet another minivan…at 60 mph.
We arrived at the Monmouth Plantation in
the early evening, enjoyed a light dinner
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and sat on our porch swing sipping wine, 70 degrees. A storm
came in the night and we woke
up to 50 degrees. We walked
most of the downtown, visiting
the smattering of shops that
were open and drove thru town
seeing many beautiful mansions.
Later, we toured the
plantation grounds and had dinner at the B&B.
We set our sights on Miramar
Beach on the Florida pan handle
the next day.
We stayed at a Hilton beach
front property in Sandestin
(Miramar) for three days SMT,
exploring the beaches and the local area. While it wasn’t warm, the pool and the
spa bath were heated and enjoyable.
On leaving Sandestin, we traveled through the pan handle area heading for an
overnight in Orlando W. The trip thru the pan handle was eye opening. This is the
area that was devastated by hurricane Michael. We drove through 50 or 60 miles
of devastation and destruction—truly horrible, everything was flattened. We
pushed on down to Orlando, checked into a nice hotel, and went over to Disney
springs for dinner and drinks. The next night, Thursday, we stayed with friends
and did some catching -up in Melbourne.
Onto the Daytona:
Friday morning, we headed for
Daytona International Speedway. Fridays at the Daytona
Rolex 24 are fun, you can tour
all the team garages and the infield at leisure while the BMW
race and practice sessions unfold in the background creating
a unique ambiance. Saturdays
are different, a little more intense. So, for the first
time in 4 years we decided not
to buy tickets to the Rolex
Lounge, a premium ticket with
open bar, exterior terrace, interi-
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or lounge, catered meals. But the last few years it has been gaining popularity
and getting crowded to the point where it was less enjoyable. But for the impending monsoon, this would have been a good call. But after the race started, the rains came, and came, and Sunday, they were still coming. The race
was red flagged on Sunday, albeit after some controversy. BMW won the
GTLM class, which is the class we follow. Waterlogged, cold, and exhausted –
we went back to the hotel. If you ever plan on going to this race, plan early,
Daytona hotel availability is limited during this event---those that are available
are generally rough. Consider staying in Orlando or St Augustine and making
the drive, about an hour. The trip back North. Denouement
We set out Monday morning for Jekyll Island, where the obnoxiously wealthy of

yesteryear used to play and stay. We perused the grounds at the Grand Old
Hotel, exploring the shops and gardens---it was very pleasant day. We had
dinner at the Westin and enjoyed a glass of wine on the ocean front terrace—
very relaxing.
Tuesday morning, we started
the short journey to Savannah where we spent our final
two days before pushing
home.

While we always go to the
Daytona Rolex 24 race, we
are not hardcore race fans.
We have used this race as a
jump-off for a drive down to
Key West, a trip down to Naples, and to St. Pete’s--Always in a Porsche.
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Cars & Coffee

Early Porsche Run Group

Rochester

Grape Harvest Tour

Check the
Calendar
for dates
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Phoenix Arizona
By Pete Peden

Living south of Lake Erie, I get cabin fever after a ,we needed a trip New to stop
becoming a vegetable.
This trip was our odyssey for 2020: Chautauqua
County New York to Phoenix Arizona and back. We
started off from Chautauqua County with car in trailer in tow and headed west to Cleveland where we
turned south. We made our first night’s stop just
south of Columbus OH to avoid rush hour into Columbus and Lexington Ky. I arranged to park the
truck and trailer at a Louisville KOA and continue on
in the P-car. After dropping the truck and trailer we
continued on to Nashville, got a bite at Hattie Bs and
checked in at the Gaylord for one night.
… A little background before I continue. The impetus for this trip came from a trip I made in late
summer 2019 to Mammoth AZ. I went there to
buy an antique tractor and I was awestruck by the
beauty of the landscape. That time I was by myself and driving straight thru, so I didn’t stop to
sightsee, but I committed to come back with my
wife to enjoy the scenery a little more leisurely.
My first trip was 30 plus hours in a pickup truck
with a trailer, this trip was to be ‘more’ relaxing, but
it was still a lot of wheel time.
It was overcast and misty when we got to the Gaylord, but once you check in—your inside a giant
terrarium with water features, elaborate gardens,
shops, restaurants, and bars---I know the horror of
it all. We visited several venues and settled at
“The Library” for a couple of night caps before we
retired for the evening.
The next two days were arduous, solid driving thru
Tennessee, Arkansas, and Oklahoma to Oklahoma
City; the following day thru Texas, New Mexico to
Albuquerque. The sunshine caught up to us somewhere in Arkansas and stayed with us from there
out. All this driving from Nashville was on I-40 with
deviations for food, fuel, and comfort. Oklahoma
has a casino at almost every exit and Northwest
Texas is flat and barren with thousands of windmills. There are portions of this Interstate where
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you can see for miles between rises which provided picturesque views of a long freight train following general
path of the interstate but distant. It also presents the opportunity to push the limits of
the car—which we did right
up to the point of comfort.
Porsche makes amazing
products. As you travel west
in New Mexico the terrain
undulates more presenting
mountains, ravines, gorgeous rock formations---very little greenery or water---and
longer distances between exits with services. You start to pay more attention to
your instrument gages; coolant temperature, oil
pressure, fuel level.
Arrived in Albuquerque and had a forgettable dinner
at some cosmic themed microbrewery purported to
have good southwestern dishes. So, on this trip
there are two stages or geographies, the first being
from Albuquerque east which
we sought to cover quickly
and second from Albuquerque west where we sought to
slow it down and meander
more. We left Albuquerque
early Friday morning in full
sunshine and travelled west
to Exit 89 SR-117S, about an
hour.
SR-117S is a 2 lane secondary road thru desolation with
gorgeous rock out cropping’s
(including La Ventana Natural
Arch in the El Malpais National Conservation Area) and lava formations in scrub brush terrain. Very little traffic
and cell reception, it’s great area to have a picnic. I
chose this route to put me on a path toward Show
Low and the Salt River Canyon. Leaving I-40, we
made sure we had water and a full tank of fuel. On
this road you pass through striking scenery, in the
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pics I have included you will see the Natural Arch and also see the P-car parked on
the side (left and right) of the road in some straw grass with snow covered mountains in the distance.
It’s hard to describe the sight distance out west (born and raised in the east), but
when I drove this previously in my pickup, it was storming, I could see a thunderstorm moving slowly in the distance and in 10 minutes I was in it. We follow 117S to
Rt 36 to Quemado (pretty sparse). At Quemado, we pick up Rt 60 west and take it
into Arizona and Show Low. Show Low has several gas stations, a grocery market,
and some restaurants. We stopped for lunch at Buffalo Bills Tavern & Grill, aficionados of all manner of Buffalo Bill memorabilia. The lunch was a very enjoyable respite.
We left Show Low and continued west on Rt 60 toward the Salt River Canyon. It’s a
well-maintained two-lane road with plenty of challenging twists and turns. Once you
arrive at the Salt River Canyon the road elevation drops substantially from the rim to
the bottom through a long series of curves and switchbacks that offer spectacular
views of the canyon walls and great driving. You may find yourself torn between the
view and the road experience—choose one. There are scenic pull-offs and passing
lanes to make slow moving gawkers and burdened semi-trucks tolerable. The landscape changes from towering pine forest at Show Low to arid scrub brush near the
canyon. We continue to push thru similar scenery as we head to Globe, the road
straightens some and the turns less abrupt.
At Globe there are again retail establishments, fuel, motels, etc. We continue towards north Phoenix, Dessert Ridge Marriott. This section of 60 is slow with a lot of
traffic lights---truly forgettable and in hindsight better bypassed when possible.
We arrived at the JW Marriott Dessert Ridge mid-afternoon. It’s a large complex
with several pools, a lazy river, exterior hot tubs, and two golf courses; a Faldo and
a Palmer, restaurants and bars in spades. We could have stayed at the resort and
never left---it was gorgeous, but we like to explore and experience. So we made
day trips to Sedona and Jerome, watched the Brewers vs White Sox in the Cactus
league, had High Tea at the Phoenician, and attended a comedy show at the CB
Live club near the hotel. There is a lot more to do and see.
We left the area on Friday (3/6). We decided to take a different route back to Interstate 40. The route took us northeast from Phoenix thru the Tonto National Forest
and the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest(87, 260, 277, 377). Very scenic and forested till 377, where it seems to be a high plateau.
We made night stops at Amarillo TX, Jackson TN, and Bowling Green KY. We saw
the recent tornado damage while passing thru Nashville. At Bowling Green, we
made our final stop for the night and toured the Corvette Museum. We arrived
home later Monday night, 3/9.
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Mark Gardone
My wife Jeanine and I have been Niagara
Region members since July 2014.
Since October 2014 we have had the privilege of planning and hosting the Annual Chili
Run to Letchworth with an enormous amount of
assistance from many other club members.

I was appointed as the Region’s Ombudsman in
2015 and have been working on the goodwill relationship with our local dealerships ever since.
We have made some strides in improving that
relationship, but it will always require attention
and nurturing. My goal was to visit both our Buffalo and Rochester dealerships once a quarter
which, until recent events, was going along
smoothly.
Over the course of these last several years we have taken advantage of just
about all the club has to offer. We enjoy the social aspects of the club, attend monthly
meetings with regularity and I participate in the NRPCA HPDE events. To date, I have
not missed an NRPCA HPDE event which I was eligible to attend since starting in October of 2016. I became eligible and attended my first Advanced NRPCA HPDE this
past July.
I have decided to run for NRPCA President because of my overall familiarity
with the many aspects of our Region and believe that the balance will benefit the club.
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Ken Buschner

My goal is to serve our region’s entire membership with innovation, fiscal responsibility, and an open door policy for
all. As a long term Niagara member I have
enjoyed the social activities and track activities. It is my intent to re-schedule our
planned road trip to the Newport Car Museum as soon as it is safe. To briefly summarize my history, I have twice chaired
and organized “Pistons and Pigs” car show
and BBQ. In 2013, I was the founding
chair of our DE’s IDP program and lead it
for 6 years. I am a PCA national Instructor
and a successful PCA Club Racer. My
wife Michelle and I currently own 4 Porsches….yes, we have a car habit! My career is in advertising photography,
through which I have founded and managed both Studio 2B Inc. and Digital
Lighting. I have just completed building a new facility for B25 studio. I am extremely proud that I have served 10 years on the Board of Trustees of the MS
Society of Upstate NY and serve on the Board of the Al Sigl Community of
Agencies. Additionally, I founded The Joel Ajavon Memorial Scholarship,
which Niagara has generously supported. Our 3 adult children are our pride
and joy. I am confidant that my leadership skills and dedication to service will
be good for our Region. I pledge to be innovative and lead with fairness.
Nothing would please me more than to give back to this Region, which has
meant so much to me. I would appreciate your support as your next Niagara
Region President.
Ken Buschner
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Tom Lyons

I bought my first and only Porsche in September 2000. As you can see it’s a beautiful ’87 911 Carrera.
Babs and I joined the PCA the following year and have been very active since the start. We have hosted several events over the years. We try and find new events to run so our events don’t get stale. Some events we
have hosted include a poker run, ice cream runs and gimmick rally's.
We have taken on the role of trying to find kid friendly events, like the behind the scene tour of the Rochester
zoo, that we can take our children and grandchildren to. We need to share the love of our cars with the next
generation. The pandemic this year put a hurt on all the club’s events so we did not get the chance to host the
trip to Hidden Valley Animal Adventures. We’ll get that one done in 2021.
Besides events, I was also the editor of Flatout newsletter for over five years. I produced the Flatout every
month with news about members, technical “how to” stories, track events and many more items. That was one
of the hardest jobs I ever loved.
Additionally, in my 19 years as a club member I was on the board for 6 of those years. We steered the club
through some contentious issues. One of the things I am most proud of was the unification of the east/west
factions of the club. We are now one NRPCA.
I love working with our members and hope you will chose me for VP in the upcoming elections.
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Vice-President
Bruce Smith

Bruce is an RIT engineering professor. He and his
wife Jaci have three kids
that they’ve just help
move to three separate
states (GA, MA, and PA).
Bruce is a relative newcomer to the club, having
joined NRPCA about ten
years ago. He is very active in the Porsche 356
community and is on the
editorial board and a regular contributor to the 356
Registry magazine. Bruce
has several old Porsches
including a ’60 356 cabriolet, a ’63 356 coupe, two
912s (’67 and ’68), and a
’70 911T. Most have
been restoration projects at some level. The ’60 cabriolet has been a full
bottom-up restoration that he hopes to have ready to drive again before
the snow falls. He’s also just finished a three year project building a ’55
550 Spyder replica, powered by a ’64 Porsche engine. In addition to driving his old cars, his daily driver in the summer is a ’14 991-50. Bruce has
been active in organizing the Early Porsche Group drives, which we hope
to resume soon.
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Joe Prinzbach

I joined the PCA in July 2009,
immediately after buying my first Porsche and later that year attended my
first HPDE. Enjoy participating in as
well as hosting driving tours
(Opening Day, Cars & Caves, Cars &
Jet Boats, etc.). Received the prestigious Deegan award in 2014. Over
the past six years, I have been a
member of the DE Tech Team. Have
proudly served as the Treasurer for
the past four years and look forward
to continuing serving the club.
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Marcus Steck

ara Region PCA Treasurer.
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Hi, I’m Marcus Steck and I am running for the Treasurer position of the Niagara
region. I am celebrating 7 years as a Porsche owner and PCA member. I have enjoyed participating at various club events
since becoming a member. My wife Michelle
and I have met many members, and truly
enjoy the new friendships we have made. I
also enjoy participating in HPDE’s and recently completed the instructor program. It
really is about the people, the cars, and the
blue flag with the diagonal stripe that means
“I love your Boxster!” I currently work in the
Information Technology field managing global datacenters and cloud infrastructure. I am
detail oriented and believe I can do a good
job for our membership as the region Treasurer. Michelle and I hope to be active in
PCA for many more years to come, and it
would be an honor to serve you as the Niag-

